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What is Pupillary Distance (PD)?What is Pupillary Distance (PD)?

How do I measure my own PD?How do I measure my own PD?

Pupillary distance (PD) is the measurement (in millimeters) of the distance between the pupils 
(the center black dot) of your eyes.  This measurement is used to determine the proper lens 
shape and alignment of your prescription to your line of vision. 

Follow these instructions to measure your own PD at home:

Stand about 8 inches (20 cm) away from a well lit mirror with your face parallel and 
square to the mirror. Hold the ruler just below your eyes, keeping it exactly horizontal.     2

Close your left eye and align the ruler's zero (0) measurement to the center of your right 
pupil.3

Without moving your head or the ruler, open your left eye and close your right eye. 
Read the millimeter line that lines up with the center of your left pupil.  This is your PD 
measurement. *

4

Repeat these steps at least 3 to 5 times to get an accurate and consistent measurement.  
Make sure your head and the ruler do not move after lining up the zero (0)
measurement with your right pupil until you note your measurement.  Ask a friend to 
help if you are having trouble.

5

* Note: These instructions are for getting your Distance PD measurement.  If you require 
prescription bifocal glasses then you will also need your Near PD, which is
calculated by subtracting 3mm from this Distance PD measurement. 

1 To ensure that the ruler on this page is printed at the correct scale ONLY Adobe Acrobat or 
Adobe Reader via IE, Firefox, or Safari should be used.  Other browsers including Google 
Chrome may use a default PDF viewer which will not print to the correct scale; users with these 

What is Pupillary Distance (PD)?

Pupillary Distance (PD) or interpupillary distance (IPD) is the distance (the industry standard is to measure 
in millimeters) between the centers of the pupils in each eye. This measurement is used when preparing 
to make prescription eyeglasses.

How To Measure PD?

STEP 1 : Print this file at Actual Size using 100% scale on a standard letter (8.5” X 11”) size sheet of paper.

To ensure that the ruler on this page is printed at the correct scale ONLY Adobe Acrobat or
Adobe Reader via IE, Firefox, or Safari should be used. Other browsers including Google
Chrome may use a default PDF viewer which will not print to the correct scale; users with these
browsers should first save this file to their computer and open it directly in adobe acrobat for accurate results.

STEP 2 : Hold the below ruler just below your child’s eyes, keeping it exactly horizontal, and align the 
ruler’s zero (0) measurement to the center of your’s child’s right eye pupil.

STEP 3 : Try your best to hold the ruler sitll and ask your child to hold as still as possible, and read the 
millimeter line that lines up with the center of your child’s left pupil. This is your child’s  PD measurement.

STEP 4 :  Repeat steps 1 - 3 at least one more time to ensure you get the same measurment.  This will ensure 
the most accurate prescription for your child.

STEP 5 : Email the PD number to us at prescriptions@jonaspauleyewear.com


